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ABSTRACT

Our Publication’s framework consists in focussing the portraits of contemporary
femininity while comparing the social personality element in nuns as much as in
laywomen.

Introduction

Female portraits from Old and New Testament to the most recent papal encyclicals ( the
role of nuns in lay society)

- Social roles and functions of women in the XXth century: reduction of roles and
increase in functions up to the contemporary feminist and post-feminist movements.
Cultural framework of the research
the method adopted is based on quantitative (closed questionaire) and qualitative (real-
stories-based interviews) cross use of data.

- Analysis of the different ways of perception of women-specific attributes ( marriage,
maternity, perception of corporeity)

- Reasons and criteria in the building of an omogeneous sample depending on vocation,
sex, social and community role (the sample was distributed all over the national
territory);

- Technical ipotesys and methodological frame which the implementation phase is built
on (structuring of the questionaire and parallel gathering of real-stories particularly or
specifically related to the micro-world examined).
The research implementation deals with:

1) family relations area
2) cultural and religious education area
3) womanliness perception area:

- corporeity perception
- maternity
- marriage
- agreement and/or refusal of women modern models

2) Evidence analysis deduced by the cross reading of quantitative and qualitative data
and real-stories. (Schedules references of the analitical interpretation are shortened with
reference marks. They might be highlighted in a descriptive as well as in a schedulled or
graghical representation.)
3) nuns femininity: reality and perception (actual functions and roles).
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Introduction

In strongly multi-layered and multidimensional contemporary society, roles are
hetero-direct and often assume fragmentary features and structures.

 The feminine figure, perhaps more than the male one, is at the core of radical
transformations within a socio-cultural context in which women are conquering, or at least
modifying, their professional and familiar status, where interactions are multiple and
hetero-direct.

 The feminine peculiar status wears new connotations; women seem to be conscious
of their professional, moral, physical, psychological abilities, abandoning the role of men
inferiors to put themselves as a complementary, though not equal, part of them.

I believe the most important achievement for women is to live as and recognise to be
complementary to and different from men. Feminism, in its most radical and extreme
manifestation, as an avowal and assertion movement of women rights, has taken women
away from their “specyfical” and has created a split within genres in the fight of affirmation
of the stronger upon the weaker, where women always came out as losers.

 Man- Woman antagonism, the perception of women as inferior and depending on
men, has permeated last centuries lay and religious culture. Yet in the Old Testament the
vision of sex is certainly positive; body and soul are the human being made by God creative
power and blessed by Him, but when woman sex comes in touch with the sacred, the vision
capsizes. It is indeed the sexual sphere the principal cause of ritual impurity << Man and
Women which have a sexual intercourse with ejaculation, will wash themselves with water
and will be filthy till night >> (Leviticus 15, 18)

 Even childbirth and puerperium, still being themselves instruments of procreation
within the marriage, were not immune from women ritual impurity condemn, because it
was the woman to give birth and suckle the child << when a woman is pregnant and give
birth to a son, she will be dirty for seven days….but if she give birth to a girl she will dirty
for two weeks: she will stay sixty-six days purifying herself in her blood >>  (Lev. 12, 2-5)
In the Jewish culture men-woman relationship was described with an effective symbolism
where man was the head who submitted women, the body: << woman are submitted to
their husband as to their God, the husband is the head of the wife as Christ is the Head of
the Church, He is the saviour of her body. As the Church is submitted to Christ, likewise
wives are wholly submitted to their husbands >> (EF 5, 22-24)

 The Fathers of the Church, fighting between their pagan spirit and their desire to
embrace what Christianity thought, expressed themselves differently on women and
sexuality: on one hand, the Christian message on equality and sacredness of monogamic
marriage was vivid, on the other hand, the secular socio-religious belief that woman-
carnality represented an inseparable binomy persisted within the patriarchal society where
sexuality, whether lived privately, was strongly condemned in public. Within the
patriarchal society women, had if not two vocations: marriage or ordained virginity.

 While, on one side, the sacredness of monogamic marriage ensured woman affective
and economic stability, on the other side, ordained virginity as a total devotion to God
according to the evangelical creed of chastity-poverty -obedience , let woman realise her
fundamental value of femininity, being faithful gift, a wedding gift to God.

 In XIXth century European society young women consecration, either chosen or
imposed by the family, evoked that image of world physical uprooting. For most of nuns
vocation consisted in deleting their past life in order to abandon the worldly routine of rich
salons. Their vocation developed within this private frame; to give up worldliness, as a
matter of fact, did not mean suppression of enthusiasm and desire, but trying to transmit
energy helping people. The convent became place of isolation within whose walls women
could merge themselves into silence and regularity.
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 In the Church Institution, ordained men or women long course, though moving on
parallel ways, coincided in the unicity of love for God, whereas diverged in the canonical
marginalization of women.

 Priesthood was and still is interdicted to nuns, who, thus, could not and cannot
enter the Church and practice the jurisdictional power which was enlarged to all minors
and Episcopal orders, according to the Canonical Code of 1917.

 The anti-feministic clerical doctrine lies on several basis, but two are fundamental to
penetrate both Christian and lay thought.

 The Bible is certainly the Catholic world authority bench mark: <<…. then the
Father let the torpor fall on the man which fell asleep, He took a rib out of him and healed
his flesh up …then with his rib moulded a woman and lead her to the men …the man said:
that is flesh of mine, those are bones of mine, she will be named woman as she has been
drawn by a man > (Gen 2,21-25). Another cause of women clerical marginalization was the
hypothesis that women sex was a diverted form of men sex: women were not if inferior
entities, would-be men, and starting by biological to finish with psychological and
sociological theories the step has been short and women have always come out weaker
than ever as many scientists and men of Church believed that sex determined, not only
human behaviour morphology, but also its psychology.

As far as the Church is concerned, the II Vatican Council Reform clashed into the
protesting ‘68ies flood, in a conflict which partly entered the Church as Institution. Calls
shortening is always more evident, the individual is far removed by religion, the percentage
of old persons attending church masses is superior to that of young people and that of
women superior to that of men.

 Sexual freedom, as a proclamation of personal independence, withdraws in front of
Church sterile and mostly inadequate to approaching socio-cultural changes
establishment.

 In both northern and southern Italy’s rural world the Catholic religion holds an
important role, especially within families. Catholic women are more often those who
actively attend religious rites and organise praying meetings putting all families together
thus creating chances, if not a basic dates, for both social and religious interactions.

 The feminine role, intended as true moment of appropriation of one’s identity and of
mediation of the individual, as a single, with the establishment assumes a polycentric
character; whether in the past women belonged and were the familiar domestic space
owners, not only intermediaries of their relatives relationships, but also of their external
eco-systems, today, women are once more protagonists of different roles, from time to time
difficult to mix together.

 In such a varied picture, our research aims at understanding how the nun, a woman
whose purpose is the consecration to God, lives her vocation and which are the ways she
manages to get in the panorama of contemporary social relations.

 The nun represented the angelical woman, sunk in the spiritual dimension,
detached from the real world. Does, today, nuns still represent that kind of woman, or are
they, as in part Church Institution is, gaining new and much more present in social life
roles?

 Their decision to devote and give herself totally to God, seems to be, today more
than in the past, the total resignation of all what means to be a woman, from womanliness
attributes to her corporeity perceptions.

 The Church Institution, in its Holy Congregation Guidelines for religious people and
secular institutes, affirms the importance and the urgency of an adequate participation of
religious orders to the thorough promotion of man identity. Religious people, coping with
the evangelisation accomplishment and human promotion, needed to enter directly in
touch with people daily life and become aware of environmental socio-cultural changes, to
interact with all the people and not only with their fellowmen.
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 In the apostolic letter, Mulieris Dignitatem, from John Paul II, women are by far
explored in their relationship with men, their complementaries, in their vocation to make
and be themselves a gift for their children, in their complete abandon to God: << Virginity,
in its evangelical meaning, involves giving up marriage, therefore physical maternity.
Notwithstanding, renunciation to physical maternity leads to the experience of a different
kind of maternity which is spiritual maternity….In nun’s life, according to the different
apostolic Institutes’ chrisms and rules, virginity will be solicitude for all men, especially
those in need. Likewise, nuns find their Bridegroom, different and unique in one and all
>>

In the ecclesiastical hierarchy, ministerial priesthood, in Christ’s will, is not
expression of domain but of service: a strong symbolism, evocative of Mary’s figure,
pervades nuns’ lives and expresses Church, as a consacred community, committing a virgin
heart to be Christ’s bride and all faithful’s mother.

In this panorama, the model of the consacred woman assumes a fully articulated
feminine profile, that of wife, mother, spiritual and physical lover, that of a total woman.

METHODOLOGICAL NOTES

The hypothesis, which our research have found its way through, is based on the
persuasion that, today, consacred women, not only as nuns, but also as complete women,
succeed in expressing their woman specyfical, in the relation between specifically feminine
functions and social commitment of women much more interested in their identities and
covering, as a consequence, complete roles.

Nuns, today, are joining the social texture they are in touch with, and not only the
religious socio-cultural structures, undergoing, sometimes passively, the secularisation
process of the post-industrial society.

The fragmentation of roles have, partly, conditioned nuns who wanted to bring their
choice of faith out of the religious environment, to live their experience interacting with
non-religious feminine models.

After focussing on the object of our research and having defined the hypothesis, the
following step would be that of circumscribing the field of it.

The world of religious women in Italy is a quite wide one (up today they are about
129.000), spread all over the national territory and articulated in religious Institutes of
both active and contemplative life.

To define a sample, that is to say a subset, a portion of a total population, which
could be representative of a universe, it was necessary to create a sampling list which
included each religious women Institute, of active or contemplative life, specifying from
time to time the number of components for each institute.

a few paradigms have been fixed in this phase to be used as sample selection-keys,
not dictated by personal choices but by specyfical requirements inherent to each sample
subject’s characteristic.

It would, indeed, be very difficult to build up a sample with the same number of
active and contemplative religious women, whether seclusion was and still today is a
strongly closed and impenetrable world.

Established the number of subjects of the sample, 300 hundreds, chosen randomly
among active life religious women and by a small portion of secluded women willing to, the
following step would be that of establishing a fixed parameter of comparison to analyse the
sample, namely age distribution.

The parameter has been applied because, whether the universe and consequently
the sample consisted of women who had a common choice of life, it was much diversified
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within itself, forcing to find a modality which let data to be analysed in a valid and effective
way.

The sample, geographically distributed over Central Italy’s territories (i.e. Liguria,
Tuscany, Latium, Emilia regions) was divided into four age bands (20-35 years old, 36-50
years old, 51-65 years old, 65- over 65 years old) representative of those moments which
scan women affairs and intimate life into fundamental stages, adolescence, youth, maturity
and senility.
To penetrate such an homogeneous and articulated universe, meantime permeated by
rhythms, situations, behaviours and reasons detached from common living and often
strongly criticised, it was necessary to apply a quantitative research methodology based on
a closed questionnaire endowed with control questions parallel to a qualitative one
represented, instead, by real life stories.

As building the questionnaire took into account the necessity to speak in a
comprehensible speech for all the subjects of the sample, we needed to introduce open
questions which, even if made the codifying of data much more impending and long, gave
the advantage of understanding more deeply the reasons of certain answers.

Through the hermeneutic biographies, whose surveying is the fundamental moment
in the interpretation of the research results, it was possible, putting together the
biographical puzzle of each subject of the sample, to run socio-cultural realities, identities,
social and familiar roles distribution without any condition or limit of expression.

The gathering of real life stories, the analysis unit where the interpretative code is
highlighted for each subject, was a valid and effective instrument of comparison of single
social realities, enabling us to rebuild faith experiences and life events in the present,
through nuns’ past memories,
Note 7: Above the global use of life stories, it was created a grid-set of meanings which
were proposed as answers in the questionnaire. All those have assumed a particular
relevance regarding symbolic expressions and experiences interpretation in the field of
body perception, symbolic structure of womanliness experience, conceptual content of
procreation, sex and friendly and parental relationships.
Parallel to the religious women sample, it was casually drawn out a smaller sample of (150
subjects) not-consecrate women (Florence urban environment) married, single, with
children, aged from 20 to 35 years old to whom a questionnaire similar to that of
consecrate women has been submitted.

I believe methodological choice was necessary for a compared reading of the
motivations which lead a young woman to become a nun and to understand which are lay
and consecrate women points of view in the perception of consecration.
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THE RESEARCH

The sample, based on the universe represented by consecrate women, consists of subjects
divided into four different age-blocks.

Graphic 1 Sample age distribution

Soon after the first answers to the questionnaire A fundamental datum rises as a key to our
research results: the most frequent age in which a woman decides to become a nun is
between 15 and 25 years old, with a minimum peak between 30 and 35 years old. Just
during adolescence and youth a woman chooses to welcome the religious vocation and
those periods are also the more strongly conditioned by both familiar and social
environment (school, friends company, parish).
It is family, indeed, the primary social structure in which vocation grows: most of
interviewed nuns, in fact, come from practising catholic families, where the mother
brought them up in the religious feeling and then was the one to oppose herself most
strongly to the decision of consecration of the daughter. A gemmation-contiguity
relationship rises between mother and daughter where the first, through her own example
of life and experiences, guides the second to greet, in this case, Catholic religion, but at the
same time looks at her daughter as part of herself and is the most resolute not to let her go.
It might be significative to quote some passage of our interviews thoroughly: << at home
the religious feeling was strong, every night we prayed together, we tried to create around
ourselves, parents and children, a serene and happy relationship…..my vocation grew
within family and parish >>. Hostility of parents towards their daughters consecration is
due to their conviction they will sacrifice themselves and their possibility to have a family
and children: << my father and my mother were practisers; especially my mother opposed
herself to my decision to become a nun, because she was sure that with my impulsive and
independent character I would have not managed to enter such a rigid structure as the
religious one is >> and again << …more than being worried I would have sacrificed myself,
closed within the convent’s walls, my mother was sure I would have suffered the
renunciation to my intimate and familiar life >>.
Similarly to parents example of faith, likewise family and extra-family upbringing was
precious in the growth of religious vocation. Rooted, deep-seated religious values,
characteristic and determining in the religious choice: faith as love and familiarity with
Christ (20-30% in each age block), gratuitousness, to make herself a gift and prayer (about
15%), coherence of commitment and faithfulness to duty (14%), respect of moral values
(12%) and in the end the unifying family-like and community spirit (the highest percentage
of answers in the 65-over 65 years old band.
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Finally, it is meaningful for our last analysis to scan opinions expressed by interviewed
nuns about those values which, today, young women are looking for in religious women
figure.

Schedule 44a. What are, in your opinion, those values which a young woman is
looking for in religious women? (Multiple answers)

20-35 a. 36-50 a. 51-65 a. 65 a. olt
Total
devotion to
people

77,3 77,0 79,2 65,3

Spiritual
mother role

54,1 53,4 54,3 36,0

Spirit of
sacrifice

46,2 39,1 54,6 60,1

Altruism 26,4 34,4 42,2 42,9

Annihilation
of personal
identity

0,0 3,1 2,3 4,5

High cultural
level

6,3 5,3 4,8 11,1

Active
participation
to social life

34,7 37,2 23,8 9,2

No answer 6,1 6,0 4,1 9,3

Schedule 44b. What are for a young woman the negative aspects of the religious choice?
(Multiple answers)

20-35 a. 36-50 a. 51-65 a. 65 a.
ol

Disapproval
of young
people ideals

46,2 13,5 29,3 29,2

Renunciation
to maternity

46,3 33,3 40,7 27,4

Releasing
from social
problems

29,6 38,4 19,8 25,5
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Renunciation
to marriage

26,1 37,1  25,3 18,1

Superficiality
in sisters’
relationship

26,1 34,1 42,1 24,2

No answer 17,0 19,0 21,3 33,6

Item A: Unconditioned abandon to God
Item B: Try to remove from external reality
Item C: Renunciation to men as lover and father
Item D: Choice of a protective feminine environment
Item E: Commitment to people without any personal limitation

Comparing schedule 44a and the above graphic it emerges that the young lay woman
perceives vocation as an unconditioned abandon to God in the complete detachment from
the external world in the convent. Same age nuns believe that women look at consecration
mainly as total commitment to people through the role of spiritual mother.
What are, instead, the negative aspects of consecration in lay women representation?
Renunciation to maternity, disapproval of  young people ideals, releasing from social
problems rank all in first position.
It is some kind of strange that women today still imagine nuns closed in a high-walls,
menacing convent which separate them from every kind of external relation.
With the changing of women roles within the family and social structure and her active
participation in the professional field with a more present involvement of men in the
family, nuns have to open their convent’s door too to join actively the socio-cultural reality
around them. Many young nuns had the opportunity, in their congregation, to finish their
studies, to get a degree and to teach.
This decision would be unthinkable years ago, but Church necessity to penetrate all social
environments to accomplish a real work of evangelisation, in touch with relief, socio-
cultural and political organisations has involved nuns in an auto realisation walk to
entrepreneur the full men promotion plan.
What changes is not, though, the purpose of religious duty, of Christian message, but its
means, the modality to fulfil it: Church, today once more and much deeply, must introduce
itself as a universal moral centre, not as an antagonist of worldly culture, but as dispenser
of organic and organised culture, permeating the whole social texture.
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Many nuns today complain about their duties out of the community they belong to as they
are becoming so much over-committing that their congregation dimension is neglected
and fades into the background.
.

Schedule.15. In the first position, for you, there is the religious duty: how would you
arrange a classification of other values?

20-35
ys

36-50
ys

.51-65
ys.

65-over 65
ys.

Specyfical
community
duty

80,2 81,2 91,0 82,3

Social and
relief duty

83,4 82,3 90,3 82,5

Family 74,1 77,1 82,6 68,4

It is interesting to quote some evidences on extra-community duties, whether these are
experienced as a service to people: << not always prayer represents the whole
consecration: to me teaching was important, the extra-community activity, which has, on
one hand, made me responsible as a human being, a woman in touch with every day life,
on the other hand, made me grow in the consecration to the others >>, and again <<
during my religious profession I had moments of disappointment and doubt; Salesian’ s
life, where is fundamental the contact with young people, is a very busy one and if you do
not have a deep internal life, if we do not anchor to prayer, it is easy to get lost and to give
ourselves to an activism which bring us away. All of a sudden I was sure “my soul was lost”
living in community, for too much work and the weary life >>.

Graphic 4.The service you absolve in the community seems to you:
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 Community life is based on prayer, meditation, religious own specyfical services, but
it is above all conditioned by sisters’ relationships. A micro-structure model, as that of a
congregation, whose components belong to the same gender, even if sharing the same
choice of life, is difficult to implement and establish effectively.

 Starting from the fact that a nun is a woman in all respects, as she incarnates every
woman specyfical characteristic, women cohabitation, not mediated by any male presence,
turns out to be difficult and tiring, accordingly to what nuns, covering leading roles within
the community, admitted.

 The community life panorama, in particular internal hierarchies, is well underlined
in Holy Congregation Guidances to religious people: << religious community is itself a
theological reality, a contemplation subject: as “a family joined in the name of the Father”
is in its own nature the place where God experience must be fulfilled thoroughly and
communicated to the others… ….the (Mother) Superiors in the community accomplish to
both a spiritual and pastoral animation in conformity to that grace-union owned by each
institute >>.

 The necessity to hierarchize community roles stimulating a serene and ordered
cohabitation is welcome by most of interviewed nuns. As a consequence, a situation
emerges in which, whether on one hand community life enhances the desire to give oneself
to the other growing spiritually, on the other hand community relationships seem to be
characterised by unity, equality but also by submission and tolerance.

Schedule 40. What kind of interpersonal relationships are there in your
community: (multiple answers)

20-35
ys

36-50ys 51-65ys 65-over 65

Submission 26,2 11,3 22,2 18,4

Equality 43,3 48,4 56,3 53,5

Unity 60,3 54,7 66,1 64,2

Tolerance 14,1 24,8 18,1 22,4

Competition 9,1 14,1 4,0 4.2

Schedule 41. Do you think a hierarchical community order is necessary to have a
constructive cohabitation? If, yes, why?

20-35ys 36-50ys 51-65ys 65-over 65
YES 79,2 75,3 83,1 77,7

NO 14,7 14,3 8,0 7,3

NO ANSWER 6,1 10,4 8,9 15,0

For an
organised
cohabitation

35,1 41,0 55,1 45,0
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For
community
growth

36,8 40,1 35,7 45,9

As call to
service

28,1 18,9 9,2 9,1

We better understand the motivation of those answers from life stories’ passages: <<
community life is not always easy to manage with sisters because, even if they are women
joined in our duty to know and love each other, being witnesses of Christianity, we do not
have any blood links and we did not choose to live together >> and again << I am a
determined person who does not accept common life forms which are easy to find in
typical feminine expressions and behaviours. They are characteristics proper of the
feminine universe, I know, but it is as well true that, since I was a child, I always struggled
at home and with friends against them >>.

 Therefore, being a woman in a religious community assumes a particular dimension,
unique in its full permeation of femininity and religiousness: consecration is the fulcrum
which religious life turns around.

 The feminine role, as woman presence within the familiar and social structure, has
modified itself in the passing of time.

 Several feminist writers have emphatically lived their protest period in the vision of
free women, detached from wife- mother- models, armed with revolt spirit against spoiling
men. Contemporary women had to conquer their own space in the society, think of the
future, carry out creative activities which let them be women and not X’s mothers or Y’s
wives.
From the Feminist point of view woman specyfical has never developed itself entirely
because it was always felt by women living in socio-cultural environments dominated by
men, in societies where successful models were and are in part male ones.
Nuns represent models of women who have chosen to sacrifice part of their woman
specyfical, the affective sphere and maternity, to give themselves unconditionally to God.
As what arouses from our research, to most of all age religious women, consecration did
not mean renunciation but just making feminine attributes concrete in their faith.

Graphic 4. Womanliness fragments itself into extra-familiar duties: does it
represent growth or limitation to women potentiality?
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Most of all age nuns are convinced about the fact that women involvement in
multiple activities can, if not enhance, potentiate their being women. Which model better
represent womanliness to young women and nuns?

Schedule 42. Which women image better represent womanliness in its different forms?
(Multiple answers)

20-35
ys.

36-50
ys.

51-65
ys.

65- over
65.

Wife 20,2 8,8 7,1 7,1
Mother  60,3 61,1 72,4  69,3

Extra-familiar
employed

9,7 4,1 3,3 5,4

Housewife 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0
Lover 0,0 0,0 2,5 4,2
Nun 31,4 35,6 49,1  53,1
Lay woman
employed in
social
activities

29,1 38,4 31,2  15,1

No answer 14,0 20,2 12,4 15,6

The dominating woman model, for nuns, is that of the mother but not of the wife. Of
course, this vision refers strictly to the concept of maternity as nuns perceive it spiritual,
hence with no comparison or interaction with men.

 On the opposite side, woman model, as seen by young women, is that of the
employed ideal woman (42%), lover (40%) and mother (34%).

Schedule 31. Chose three attributes to define womanliness concept:
 (multiple answer)

20-35 ys. 36-50
ys.

51-65
ys.

65- over 65

Intuitive 17,1 14,6 8,2 4,1

Tender 31,3 37,5 26,3 25,1

Comfortable 46,5 54,8 30,5 43,4

Willing 141 9,1 5,6 2,0

Available 17,1 25,2 30,5 3,3

Maternal 29,1 16,1 21,6 1,6

Sensitive 29,5 21,3 31,2 3,7
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Strong 11,3 16,4 18,1 11,1

Creative 9,3 9,1 5,1 30,1

No Answer 14,0 18,0 25,3 33,4

There are several remarkable hints emerging in the scanning of data. The percentage of “no
answer” is high, above all in the last age band, and the most chosen attributes put forward
a woman model which offers a comfortable, maternal, tender and sensitive presence.
The feminine picture drawn is, therefore, that of a woman who gives herself as a mother,
wife or nun, whatever available, privileging an external woman model, whose identity has a
composite architecture, detectable from a significative sum of relation with other social
factors.
Feminine physical is felt more often by women as a seduction instrument only and not as
woman specyfical fundamental attribute whose care and respect is necessary to carry out
women being.

Graphic 39. Should body care, today, be part of religious women duties?

Schedule 40. Do you think the search for “interior beauty”
should express itself through exterior signs too?

20-35
ys.

36-50
ys.

51-65
ys.

65- over 65

YES 80,1 77.0 79,1 65,4

NO 19,9 14,6 12,9 16,3

NO ANSWER 0,0 8,4 8,0 18,3

Body care
exercises

40,0 47,7 54,0 54,8

Comparison
with lay

8,1 8,1 2,1 11,1
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women
models

Body as
divine
expression

26,1 14,1 13,2 0,0

No answer 25,8 30,1 30,7 34,1

 The body is felt as an important component in the personal maturation and in one’s
respect; attention to body expresses itself through relaxing and curative exercises. There is,
therefore, a search for “interior, spiritual beauty” extended to the body as means of divine
expression.

 Sexual intercourses are tightly and inseparably tied to the physical component, in
marriage, maternity and living together.

Schedule. 34. Marriage, in your opinion, is: (multiple answers)

20-35 ys. 36-50 ys. 51-65
ys.

65- over 65.

Answer to
loneliness

0,0 6,1 4,5 13,1

Service to
society

23,4 29,4 36,5 40,4

Society
constriction

0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0

Legitimisation
of a passion

0,0 65,0 45,0 0,0

Reciprocal
convenience

9,1 11,5 4,1 0,0

Reciprocal
devotion

86,4 91,3 90,1 80,3

Legal
procreation

6,1 4,1 20,5 9,4

No answer 0,0 0,0 5,4 7,0

 Marriage turns out to be mostly a choice of reciprocal devotion and meantime a
service to society. This answer is part of the catholic vision where marriage is and must be
a bench mark for an ordered and prolific social cohabitation, it must legitimise the choice
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to live together and be felt as the perfect environment to procreate legally. << Young
people should be appropriately taught, better if within their family, on conjugal love
dignity, on its functions and expressions; therefore, educated in chastity esteem they could
pass at the convenient age from an honest engagement to marriage>>

Schedule 12. Marriage has been or will be for you:

Love choice 90,9

Answer to loneliness problems 0,0

A way to procreate legally 0,0

A choice of reciprocal
convenience

0,0

A traditional usage 9,1

For lay women marriage represents mostly a choice of love which can be associated to the
reciprocal devotion choice expressed by young nuns.

 The datum of nuns on marriage seen as a social service is diverging: young women
do not perceive marriage depending on a macro-structure such as the social one, but as
organised, definite, belonging to the inner personal sphere.

 The key to understand man-woman union is that femininity and maleness in the
couple must be felt as different but complementary, separate but permeating daily living.

Schedule 38. Do you think for a woman the relationship with a men ask for:

20-35
ys.

36-50
ys.

51-65
ys.

65- over 65

Complementarity
desire

100,0 85,1 83,9 62,0

Fear of
loneliness

0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0

Biological
fulfilment

0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0

Need of love 0,0 10,2 8,1 13,1

No answer 0,0 4,7 8,0 24,9

Some nuns evidences are significative in this context, because, before and during their
consecration, they felt at different level the renunciation to part of those features which the
woman specyfical is made of.

 << I must confess it was not easy, but very tiring, to answer positively to God’s call
for two reasons: consciousness, matured in the adult age, that joining religious life did not
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only mean love and full dedication but also very deep renunciation to the freedom of
building one’s own family, to maternity……..the more time passes the more religious life,
whose problems are different from family life, is beautiful >>. << Thinking today of my
consecrate life I am sure I have not given up femininity, my being a woman…..Christ’s love,
Christ, have not cancelled nuns femininity because of a choice which does not permit
marriage and physical maternity, but have overvalued it in the donation to the others, to
young people who are our “other”, our love >> . From the Second Vatican Council, Church
is still more frequently facing the meaning of man-woman relationship in marriage.

 Conjugal love is a human, sensitive, spiritual love and not a simple feeling, an act of
free will, first of all, which must grow through daily life happiness and sorrow. It must be
total love, friendship where man and wife share fully and exclusively everything till death.
It is fertile love which does not exhausts with life but carry on with children, creating new
lives.

 Maternity is, either physical, or biological or spiritual, felt like the true moment of
fusion with marriage.

 The following questions have risen polemics within nuns, especially with the older
ones, for the privacy of contents. It is not always easy to identify oneself with situations
and women models which are so far-off from one’s communication and behaviour codes
and in the meantime to imagine what their meaning would be.

Graphic 5. Was it possible to have children,
would you combine it with consecration

As it emerges from experiences of life, many of up to fifty years nuns confess they have felt
and still feel maternity, not only as joy to educate children, but also as a renunciation to
their own biological maternity.

Schedule 20. Choosing procreation, how is woman involvement
in respect to that of man?

20-35
ys.

36-50 ys. 51-65
ys.

65-over 65

Heavier 23,1 25,8 34,0 24,9

Different
but equal

68,2 68,1 59,1 53,0

Less heavy 0,0 0,0 0,0 13,0
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Graphic. 6. Maternity in man-woman relationship is

Maternity, in man-woman relationship, is perceived, by most of young women as a
responsible choice, enriching but not necessary, while none perceives it as women primary
need.

 Maternity is one of the two dimension of a woman: << maternity is the result of the
union of a man with a woman……parenthood is much more fulfilled in women, especially
during the prenatal period. Women pay directly for this common procreation, which
literally absorbs all energies of their body and of their mind. Thus, men must be aware of
contracting a debt with women. Any program  of men and women rights equality is valid
without taking essentially into account all that.
Church formal communicative code, which expresses itself by means of encyclicals, letters,
guidances, try to get through the actual society communicative code, underlining an
adequate, acceptable, man-woman relationship. In trying to do that, nevertheless, it
remains tightly anchored to, even archaic, woman-wife-mother and man-husband-father
prototypes.
Procreation and marriage has a common denominator, sexuality. In the past, women
interacted with men through structured, definite, strongly depending on the couple social-
status communicative codes.
Feminist’s sexual emancipation was the crossed shield of all times feminists, instrument to
struggle against women social marginalization and at the same time point of strength and
affective ransom toward dominating men.
Women socio-cultural inferiority may go back to the natural, biological difference between
male and feminine sexuality, developed on society pre-established schemes. The different
socio-familiar structures, which women belonged and belong to, from feudal to
contemporary times, have never modified the fact that women were owned by the man of
the house as instrument of creation and procreation. Women, today, more than ever, are
trying to become protagonists of their own personal and professional spaces, and the
relationship between the two social actors, man and woman, is still mediated by the social
situation which the couple settle in and particular by that in which the woman works.
Feminine universe fragmentation into many small microcosms, different though
interacting, risks to make modern women confused and fragile: they are not always able to
transmit, during each moment of their social interactions, with clear and conscious
messages their woman specyfical, whose physicality and sensuality, which does not mean
sexuality at any rate, are fundamental components.
Trying to enter part of nuns sexual universe has been difficult both in its conceptual
building and in the application of our research modalities. Nuns sexual feminine world is
unique in its specificity as it carries out a relationship with the Radically Other, whose
codes are exclusive, intimate and concentrate on just one of the objectively present actors.
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It is difficult to think about women religious choice as a choice of, not only spiritual and
transcendent, but also passionate love, as an involving and compelling falling in love.
The moment of union of two souls in one body, is what emerges, though in a veiled way, of
the vision of marriage from life stories passages: << the main reason of my consecration
was and still is the falling in love with Christ, the desire to give myself to Him >> and again
<< …is just the marriage with Christ which gives depth to my being and makes me able to
live the call to maternity in a deeper dimension >>. Marriage, as choice of consecration, for
many religious women, projects itself everyday in the religious duty towards young people
and concretise itself in the educational and formative action.
Young people, today, for interviewed women, are more fragile and insecure than their
same age were fifteen-twenty years ago: the wider cultural education, higher economical
status, the higher freedom of movement and self-management seem not to have
contributed to make young people more straight, strong, sure and determined.
It is touchable, palpable a form of young people uneasiness which manifests itself with
different ways and heavily affect the personal familiar micro-structure and the actual social
establishment.
I would be too complex, within this contest, to look for causes or to study thoroughly young
people deviancies, notwithstanding it could be interesting to know how much educators
ascribe to parents of their sons and daughters conditions.

Graphic 9. Do you think parents are prepared to cope
with their children’s problems?

Most of religious women, older ones above all, are persuaded that parents are not fit to
cope with difficult situations involving their children. It is remarkable, by the way, the fact
that any nun has refused to answer to this question.

Schedule 23. What should parents do to guide their children?
(Multiple answers)

20-35
ys.

36-50
ys.

51-65
ys.

65- over 65

Establish equal
relationships

49,2 53,7 66,3 69,9

Give them what
the did not

0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0
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have

Keep them
longer in the
family

17,1 15,3 20,3 20,3

Leave them full
freedom

0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0

Be less strict 54,5 75,4 77,3 69,4

No answer 6,3 8,1 5,3 7,5

From the scanning of data, it seems that religious women have drawn the portrait of a clear
and homogeneous parents-children relationship.

 What, indeed, appears easy becomes a more complex reviewing as compared with
life stories: << in my opinion, the Salesian life most wonderful aspect, am I not sinning of
presumption, is the relationship with young people, the educational imprinting, made up
of a common growth, comparison of diaries read together and of trust >>, and again <<
working in the field of education implies a big imagination as love wants the best for boys
and girls listening to our voice, a catholic voice…what pay us back of our labour, our
educational commitment, our personal renunciations, is the hope that moral and religious
contents develop themselves as vivid witness of our vocation >>.

 Most of interviewed nuns belong to active life congregations which privilege
contacts with young people. That has involved to nuns, on one hand, their almost full
immersion in young people world (read diaries together, confide in them), trying to
understand deeply their problems, on the other hand, the risk to live and put themselves in
competition, even if unintentionally, with parents in the management of intro-extra-
familiar educational relationships.
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CLOISTERED NUNS LIFE STORIES

 Cloistered life experience is based on social-religious relationships exclusive and
unique codes; the choice of consecration to God is one, either to active life or to
contemplative life nuns, nonetheless the way to live their faith, the geographical
environment and the community cohabitation, are totally different.

 The choice of contemplation, prayer, isolation from extra-convent reality, is
totalling, but to nuns, as women, it acquires a deeper thickness because femininity, as
maternal feeling, search of beauty, are all turned to Christ, and to all men by Him.

 What emerges from our research is their strongly free, oblatory and maternal
contemplative life commitment. The maternal feeling, as spiritual projection of the
biological maternity, is not felt by nun through the direct contact with young people but it
is felt like a universal, cosmic maternity, open to everyone.

 Among those values which the monastic choice is made of, prayer takes on a
particular stress. << Prayer is the vital breath of any contemplative dimension; in this
times of renewed apostolate, as usual in every missionary duty, the privileged place must
be given to God’s contemplation, to His salvation plan meditation and to reflection on
time’s signs under Gospel light, so that prayer may feed and grow in quality and
intensity...all those who are called to specifically contemplative life are recognised as
Church most precious gifts. Thank to their special charisma, they have chosen the best
part, that of prayer, silence, exclusive love to God, contemplation and total devotion to
her/his service >>.

 Thus it was necessary to draw a brief portrait of contemplative life to offer a key of
understanding nuns’ life stories, told with humility, discretion and joy. [ Here are
introduced two stories this time in a qualitative approach, whether the second part of our
research is still open].

 << The family environment in which I was born and grew up was quite serene, with
those difficulties which are common to most families: our life, that of my family, was spent
in a small town in Lombardy where I was born in 1950. My parents had a catholic
tradition, but were not fervent practisers, anyway, more than teaching us faith, were an
example of moral life and rectitude; both my brother and I had the possibility to study as
we liked, but we had been educated to earn our life.
At the end of High School, I chose a course as Social Assistant, decision which had grown
inside me after a self-reflection during adolescence. In fact, after the Secondary school, I
started wondering about the meaning of being Christian, I deeply felt the need to
understand faith attending the Oratory with a group of friends. The moment which I
realised that oratory was not enough to satisfy my need of faith, I met a community which
gave me a deeper feeling of Christian life, of the meaning to live for Christ, feeling which I
have fulfilled thoroughly, till I entered the community. Since I was fourteen I felt
profoundly community life, though still loving life, going out with friends, staying all
together, enjoying myself; I have always been fond of life, of understanding its meaning,
more and more actively, deciding to attend a language course to become a hostess, choice
which slowly changed.
As the High School finished, just because of those experiences I had in community where I
faced more and more people needs and hardships, I made up my mind to attend a Social
Assistant School for three years to keep up with those so many situations of need.
While my choices were growing up within myself, I did not figure out the possibility to
become a nun, on the contrary I thought of myself as a wife and a mother. I fall in love
once or twice, but as the Father wants, I felt something of indefinite pushing myself
elsewhere. I realised that was following and feeling more and more strongly Christ, calling
on me to let Him much room in my life, so that He could fill it.
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Of course, the way I could answer back His call was not so obvious from the beginning, so
much that I believed I could carry on with my decision to be a social assistant, but during
the years everything became clear. In fact, as soon as I started working, I experienced a
strong loss of faith, never felt before, and I faced what the real need of an individual was,
not only the material one, but something deeper which made me understand the true sense
of prayer: both those elements, led me, naturally, without any shock, to a much radical
decision to consecrate myself.
The profundity of my choice has been outlining itself through various meetings and events,
which were a great wrench for me, but enough to understand that God wanted me, and
friends helped me much in that, though following me indirectly, being next to me with love
and advice.
Time slowly showed me the Benedictine, Cistercian life as I met liturgy and common life,
values which I had found before in the community. I perfectly fulfilled both elements,
thank to God, as they are still my life’s keystones, and I have always chosen monastic life as
a vital possibility to devote myself to Christ, sure about He is the one who guides each
human situation, and that is why my vocation is either for me or the world I have left.
During those seventeen years the endeavour was heavy, important and difficult at the
beginning, since I was leaving, even though that was my own choice, all what I had lived till
then, but God and those who were near me slowly helped me to understand its thorough
meaning, my consecration became more real, till I decided to enter the monastery.
What I have always felt important in my life was prayer and the so called lectio, which is
the relation between God’s word and work within monastic life. I really believe in life
expressed like that, as true witness of our society. Our life’s meaning, above our free
service, is total devotion to Christ and to the others by Him, it is full of small things, every
day, normal things like working and reading.
For instance, at the moment I am specifically dealing with our community girls, as I am
responsible for their human and religious education. I can affirm that people coming here
are searching for something precise and radical at a vocational level and sometimes they
cannot achieve it since this is not their right place.
In community life, where community is felt strongly either in its liturgical expression of
prayer and choir, or in community relationships, work and silence, which let us live in
everlasting prayer, small things meaning is felt in a deeper way since our choice of
loneliness is stronger than in other realities >>.
<< I was born in a little mountain village, in Lombardy, fifty-one years ago, from a simple,
nearly poor, family, though we did not lack the necessary to live; we were my father, my
mother, my happily married brother and I.
During my childhood I attended the first four years at the village Primary school, while I
attended the Secondary school in a near town college. At the beginning my parents wanted
me to get only the professional diploma, but I wanted to carry on with my studies till I
graduated, always studying and working in the meantime.
After university, aiming at my religious consecration which meant leaving my family, I
taught for some years so to earn much to refurbish an old house where my parents could
have lived, without weighing on my brother.

 I must admit that, since my adolescence, I did not frequented if not familiar,
scholastic and parish environments and my extra-scholastic activities, as soon as I grew
up, were helping my father in his job and doing my mother’s homeworks, besides I spent a
summertime in England and almost one month in Germany.

 After my first religious values up-bringing, received by the family, and based on
respect towards working, attention for our fellowmen, loyalty of the given word, freedom,
whose concrete example was my paternal granny, I spent those years in college feeling
myself attracted by religious consecration for the daily contact with a few nuns and for
regular religious discipline.
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 The wish to become a nun had been completely wiped out of my mind because I felt
that possible choice as a too big renunciation, till at the High School during the religion
lessons certainty and awareness made my religious faith, based on Jesus Father, dead and
risen, grow and grow even if my religious practice did not go beyond Sunday mass.

 At the third year of university, from the meeting of my wish of a deeper and radical
faith and parish life, where I joined an ecclesiastic movement, real vocation made its way
through as need to give myself totally to the people and of something or better Someone
who never failed in my life, in my freedom, in my love for the others by Christ’s love.

 All that together with my perception of prayer as the most thorough reality, a service
to Church, and the importance to express these values within a community contest,
eventually became my choice or better my answer to monastic life. When I was thirty-two I
entered the monastery which follows the Benedictine rule.

 During almost twenty years of monastic life it has become clear that it is God’s
mystery who calls, within the Church, to run along that way or another; I have no regret for
my vocation and I do not want anything else for my life. In the monastery, there is not only
all that we need to live both love commandments and to be completely happy in our
personal realisation, (made it possible through community duties responsibilities such as
educational assistance to young women), but also because, though finding difficult
sometimes to accept the loss of personal gratification and not perceiving the immediate
usefulness of what we are doing with prayer, I am more and more aware that real freedom
is that to keep on myself, and the way, after all, to learn to love is mainly within each of the
sisters I live with and myself.

 I must confess that I expected community cohabitation to be easier as far as
integration and differences evaluation were concerned, but trying to focus on what is left of
my conversion way through prayer, so much so that it is made capable of receiving and
giving back mercy and not tiring myself to start each day again, the Father lavishes His
affection>>.
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FINAL OBSERVATIONS

The consecrate woman social actor which emerges from our research, whether facing a
unique original role, becomes protagonist of a multiplicity of social spaces.
The consecrate woman is mainly a woman who did not chose to give up her woman
specyfical, did not regret those which, in her autonomous capacity to discern, confirm
themselves to be, not unique, but central attributes of femininity (marriage, maternity,
own physical perception), but filters them, transfers them to the others through
communicative models which are peculiar of her choice of faith.
The consecrate woman lives in a mesh of social complexities, in an eco-system which
gathers community and worldly, complex social environment, social relationships within
itself, expressing them in a multiplicity of strongly different and often conflictual codes. It
is just this relais functional situation, of exchange modality in the social eco-system
melting pot, which confers weight and identity to the consecrate woman, among several
woman portraits which draw the actual transition of roles and functions.

 That has always represented to nuns a difficult scission between faith and
social endeavour, impending and partly deviating, though necessary to implement faith
commitment concretely in real life. According to it the consecrate woman does not avoid
the similar dichotomy between hetero-direct social actor and self-governing subject.

 Spiritual maternity to several nuns seems to be a value they cannot give up: their
devotion to young people expresses itself in the communicative projection of faith, in being
present as sustain, as extra-familiar reference point.

 To live community and extra-community endeavour harmoniously is not always
easy: within the religious community are living together nuns whose different social up-
bringing and cultural education can lead to lively discussions, even if there exists a
common reference which homogenise socio-cultural differences that is to say love
commitment to Christ. In the religious community there is a hierarchy of roles that, when
cohabitation is inclined to the equilibrium of faith and donation, is perceived as service
hierarchy, a pyramidal architecture aiming at a balanced cohabitation.

 The choice of consecration turns out to be permeated and guided by that religious
experience received in one’s family. The mother, living faith through simple daily actions
and strongly immersed in the family establishment, has pushed many girls to devote their
lives to be witness of Christ’s love, which is not only transcendence, something going
beyond reality, but something which ought to be lived in real life.

 To allow this kind of growth, in several active life congregations, Mothers Superior
have incited their younger nuns to carry on and finish their studies. The need to keep up-
dated, to develop one’s own ideas and belief, also political, is felt strongly to fulfil the
internal/ external fusion.

 In conclusion as our last reflection, the consecrate woman, before being like that, is
a woman who is entitled with each of the woman specyfical characteristics, she is a whole
woman, protagonist of her spaces, who succeeds in living according to new rational
modality forms, comprehending the self within society rational rules, and the Radically
Other which offers itself to the relationship, by a complex knowledge of reality too.
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